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Two Lions Group launches new practitioner 
directory with a new spin on offerings 

Two Lions Group offers-up the New Age Guild practitioner 
directory as an affordable solution with a co-operative spin. 

Hayward, CA August 08, 2017: Two Lions Group launched a new metaphysical directory 

supporting and marketing new age practitioners with a new spin.  Two Lions group is a husband and wife 

team who are passionate about presenting, supporting, and highlighting new age practitioners, young 

film makers and other non-traditional artistic and creative individuals that may not have access to more 

mainstream marketing platforms.  Angel Thacker, Two Lions Group COO and a new age practitioner 

with more than 25 years of servicing her community is passionate about this project and her commitment 

to the community.  “As a practitioner there are few outlets for us to connect through”, Angel explains, 

“most people do not think about how to find a healer, astrologer, artist or even a psychic until they feel 

they need one.  And most practitioners do not have access to the kind of money to invest in listing with 

one of the big-name websites that can cost up to $200 a month to list.  Our goal is to give the practitioner 

an affordable solution that also gives them some fun ways to engage with the community while showing 

off their skills and talents.” 

 

The New Age Guild is more than just a directory, it is also a portal to information, support and entertainment 

all highlighting the members that list on the site.  When visiting the site, you will have the ability to search 

and find a practitioner that you wish to work with, as you would with most new age or psychic directories.  

What makes this directory different is that visitors have access to more than just listed practitioners, they 

are able to access, internet radio, articles, and video streaming.  The biggest perk of this site is the cost to 

engage.  During this initial launch of the site, the company has presented one tier of membership at a $15 
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price point.  All site members will have the same access at this introductory price point.  The company’s 

goal is to keep that price point at a low and affordable rate giving all level of practitioner access to the 

program.  “We consider this a co-op platform as the practitioner are allowed to participate in driving the 

events that drive traffic.  The more engaged they are the more the site grows” Angel says. “I’m excited to 

present this site to the public and I can’t want to see where we can take it.” 

You can find the New Age Guild at www.newageguild.com.  It is free for visitors to explore and connect 

with practitioners. 

 

 

http://www.newageguild.com/

